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Erica and Me by Alan Robinson
Directed by Denise Dion

A Nice Cup of Tea by Jos Biggs
Directed by Jennie Hughes

Simon is unlucky in love, but invents a girlfriend. When his boss decides to invite himself and his snobby wife around for dinner, Simon
must find a woman and he discovers, that where there were none, suddenly there are four.

After Harold has been made the new health and safety officer at work,
he decides everything around the home needs to be done by the book.
This includes how his wife, Marion, makes his tea. See how this OH & S
manager takes on home safety!

The action takes places in Simon’s unit
Cast in order of appearance
Simon………………………………….…….…….Simon Lovatt
Japanese girl………………………..……….…. Jennie Hughes
Jonathan Collings, Simon’s boss……………..…...Sam Roberts
Vivian Collings, Jonathan’s wife, ………….......Elaine Waddell
Erica (Mandy)………………………………..…..Kelsey Martin
Erica (Kelly)……………………………….….….Erin Figueira
Woman looking for student.………………..….....Jodie Meaker

A kitchen somewhere in England
Cast
Marion………….…………….………….………….Denise Dion
Harold…...………….………….……….…………..Sam Roberts

————————————
Boxing Day by Bruce Olive
Directed by Loretta Walsh
A domineering and manic woman prefers to control her partner by
keeping him captive in a box far from view in the garage. Today is the
anniversary of the man’s confinement and their pact requires that today, Boxing Day, he will be given his freedom.

The scene is the married couple’s garage
Cast
Man…….………………………….……….…….Bruce Waddell
Woman….…………………………………....……..Penny Hunt
There is an interval of 15 minutes during which tea and coffee
will be available in the supper room

————————————–
Love or Nearest Offer by Hugh O’Brien
Directed by Judy Davidson
When Reg Carruthers, a retired used car salesman, inherits a half
share in an established introduction agency, he thinks he knows better
than Beverley Dayton, who has operated the agency for 23 years. Reg
instigates a bet: his knowledge of used cars versus her expertise. Whoever first steps on the rug becomes the bet!

The play is set in the office of a dating agency
Cast in order of appearance
Beverley Dayton……………………..……………...Gail Griffin
Marion Campbell…………………..……………..Jodie Meaker
Reg Carruthers……………………...………………Jack Fisher
Jason Bryson……………………...………………..Mike Callan
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